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In late July, the race for governor of Chiapas gained the national spotlight in Mexico, following
allegations of government complicity in an accident that severely injured Democratic Revolution
Party (PRD) candidate Amado Avendano Figueroa. The Chiapas gubernatorial election is scheduled
for Aug. 21, the same day as the federal presidential and legislative elections.
According to official reports, a tractor trailer without license plates smashed into a vehicle carrying
Avendano, his son, and four other people. The crash killed three of the passengers in the vehicle
including national PRD adviser Agustin Rubio but spared Avendano's life. The Attorney General's
Office (Procuraduria General de la Republica, PGR), which announced the arrest of truck driver Noe
Tress Ramos in Mexico City four days after the incident, officially classified the mishap as no more
than a highway accident.
"The conclusion is that what we have here is a lamentable accident," deputy attorney general
Mario Ruiz Massieu said in a news conference. Meantime, according to the Chiapas state attorney
general's office, which conducted the official investigation, the crash occurred because the truck,
which was traveling too fast, had moved into the wrong side of the highway.
Avendano's wife, Concepcion Villafuerte, rejected the official reports and called the crash an
assassination attempt. She accused officials of fixing the investigation. For his part, the candidate's
son, Amado Avendano Villafuerte, said there was no doubt that the truck directly targeted the
vehicle carrying Avendano. "The truck was coming right at us," he said. "This was an attack, not an
accident."
According to political analysts, the incident may have had the effect of consolidating support
in Chiapas behind Avendano, who is also the publisher of a four-page daily news paper in San
Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas. The PRD candidate had received little publicity before the incident
and was given little chance to win against PRI candidate Eduardo Robledo, despite the fact that the
governing Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) is widely blamed for the deep poverty in Chiapas
that led to the uprising of the Zapatista National Liberation Army (Ejercito Zapatista de Liberacion
Nacional, EZLN) on Jan. 1, 1994.
Avendano was still in serious condition in a Mexico City hospital on July 29 with trauma injuries
to the brain, broken ribs, and damaged lungs, although doctors said his condition had improved.
Earlier, in a speech in Mexico City on July 26, PRD presidential candidate Cuauhtemoc Cardenas
announced that Avendano would remain in the race for governor and that Avendano's wife would
carry on with the gubernatorial campaign. Cardenas later told a Mexico City radio station that he
had "strong suspicions" the incident was an attempt on Avendano's life. For his part, National
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Action Party (PAN) candidate Diego Fernandez de Cevallos also said the incident raised questions
about the government's credibility.
On the other hand, PRI candidate Ernesto Zedillo accused the PRD of trying to take political
advantage of the misfortune. Most independent critics are concerned by the government's decision
to quickly describe the incident as just an accident. Many suggest the government may be involved
in a cover-up, similar to alleged cover-ups for the deaths of former PRI candidate Luis Donaldo
Colosio in March and Cardinal Juan Jesus Posadas Ocampo in Guadalajara in May 1993. "The
government's abandonment of its responsibility leads people to suspect a cover-up," charged PRD
attorney Samuel Del Villar.
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